Theme of the International Conference:
"Participation and inclusion into society. Efficient communication as a way of overcoming the social isolation of the persons with deafblindnes"	
Plenary session:
"From dream to reality - deafblind rights and society’s responsibilities"
Lecturer: Sergey Sirotkin, President of the EDBU, President of the Association For Social Protection of the Deafblind Persons «Elvira» (Russia), Chairman of the EBU Commission for Deafblind People, Chairman of the deafblind rehabilitation department at the institute “REHACOMP” of the All-Russia Association of the Blind

I feel that it was not so long ago (XIX century) when deafblind people were viewed as belonging to such a hard disability that made them not suitable for education, intellectual and personal development. They were compared with half-plants and half-animals. 

And with emerging in the middle and end of XIX century in the U.S.A. of such persons like Laura Bridgman and Helen Keller, their talented teachers and assistants, gave a start to a gradual change of attitude in society toward the deafblind people, when other people began to believe in the capacities that deafblind people have. Helen Keller should be considered the first deafblind person who through her social and literary activities manifested the unlimited possibilities of the deafblind who with good (special) training and with (special) assistance could receive a good education. 

A live example of Helen Keller influenced appearing in other countries specially trained and socially active deafblind people, such as Olga Skorokhodova in Russia, Sabina Santilli in Italy, Janette Scahill in New Zealand and many others. 

We should also have in mind that with the development of special education for the deafblind the system of rehabilitation for the people with acquired deafblindness was also being developed. Many of those people were engaged in the active social life. Example of such people includes Yolanda Rodrigez from Colombia, Arthur Sculthorpe and Patrick Murphy from England, Stig Olhson from Sweden.

When organizations of the deafblind people appeared, the movement of deafblind started to attract more effectively attention of the public to the problems of people with deafblindness and to its responsibility for promotion the rights of the deafblind and their full inclusion into society. The process of “interpenetration” of the world of sighted and hearing people on one side and the world of the deafblind people on the other becomes more positive in nature featuring more harmonization and better mutual understanding. 

As a result of the mentioned process, deafblind people have a desire and dream of changing the attitude of governments and surrounding people to their  needs and requirements and the society has the desire and seeks possibility to influence  governments, national and international organizations to create political and social conditions for inclusion of deafblind people and people with other disabilities in the social life: emergence of various international initiatives, agreements, documents, such as UN Standard Rules on Equalization of Opportunities for Persons with Disabilities, UN Convention on the Disability Rights, Declaration of Rights for people with Deafblindness (accepted by the European Parliament in 2004), ETC.

New generation of deafblind leaders and activists (Lex Grandia, Jan Jakes, Geir Jensen, Dimitar Parapanov, Daniel Alvarez Reyes, Angela Pimpinella, Sanja Tarczay, Julie Rana and many others) make it possible for the deafblind people to go from dreams and desires to real fulfilment of them. 

Of course, not all problems of the deafblind people are solved. We still have different kinds of inequality among deafblind people in different countries and sometimes even within one country, political and social discrimination of the deafblind. Therefore there is much to be done as by our generation of the deafblind activists and by the coming one.








